
5.1 simple  sentences
 
“ The   queen   is   coming.    Quickly,    
                           
 
 
hold   up   the   flags.    Look   at   the  
                               
 
 
queen’s   quilted    silk    dress. ”           
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
-ng -nk v -ve oo oo -y x -ey ch sh th qu      of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again
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5.2 simple  sentences
 
The    queen’s    coach    passed    the   
                           
 
 
houses.    The    people    lined    the     
                               
 
 
streets    and    shouted    loudly.          
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
oo oo -y x -ey ch sh th qu ou      of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people
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5.3 simple  sentences
 
Now    the     crowd     bowed    when   
                           
 
 
the   queen   passed   by.   How   they   
                               
 
 
loved    the    shower    of    flowers .    
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
-y x -ey ch sh th qu ou ow      of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people
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5.4 simple  sentences
 
The   silver   moon   glows   in   the       
                           
 
 
sky .   Above,   a   brown   owl   hoots   
                               
 
 
aloud .    Now   she’s   flown   away .    
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
ch sh th qu ou ow ow        of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people she’s
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5.5 simple  sentences
 
Don’t   spoil   the   party .    Lift   up     
                           
 
 
that   foil   and   see   the   pink   buns  
                               
 
 
below .   Come   and   join   the   fun .   
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
th qu ou ow ow oi    of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people she’s don’t
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5.6 simple  sentences
 
Leroy    is    a    smart    boy.    Sadly,  
                           
 
 
this    fact    annoys    Troy.    Luckily,   
                               
 
 
the    boys    both    enjoy    sailing.      
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
qu ou ow ow oi oy    of to into said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people she’s don’t
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5.7 simple  sentences
 
Troy’s    dad    had    a    barbecue.      
                           
 
 
Leroy    rescued    Troy’s    dad    when 
                               
 
 
his    sea - blue    shorts    set    alight.   
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
qu ou ow ow oi oy -ue -ue     said they go all I too you do also was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people she’s don’t
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5.8 simple  sentences
 
The    barbecue    is    a    clue    about  
                           
 
 
Leroy’s   and   Troy’s    true    friend -    
                               
 
 
ship.   They ’re   now   ‘glued’   forever.  
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
qu ou ow ow oi oy -ue -ue                   was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people she’s don’t friend they’re 
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5.9 simple  sentences
 
I   see   a   blue   star   afar .    Start     
                           
 
 
to   join   up   the   star   dots….   Are  
                               
 
 
stars   the   art   of   heavenly   artists?  
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
qu ou ow ow oi oy -ue -ue ar                was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people she’s don’t friend they’re are 
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5.10 simple  sentences
 
“ Have   you   seen   that   lady ?         
                           
 
 
Please   serve   her   next   and   then    
                               
 
 
you   deserve   a   good   long   rest .”   
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
qu ou ow ow oi oy -ue -ue ar -ve            was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people she’s don’t friend there are some
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5.11 simple  sentences
 
“ I ’ ll    leave    you    in    peace    if    
                           
 
 
you    just    slice    me    a    piece        
                               
 
 
of    that    juicy    ripe    peach… ”      
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
qu ou ow ow oi oy -ue -ue ar -ve -ce      was their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people she’s don’t friend there are some I’ll
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5.12 simple  sentences
 
What    age    is    this    book?    Can   
                           
 
 
you    see    the    damage?    Look   at 
                               
 
 
the   old   faded   pages.    I   love   it.   
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
qu ou ow ow oi oy -ue -ue ar -ve -ce -ge      their over like flood says it’s I’ve again people she’s don’t friend there are some I’ll
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5.13 simple  sentences
 
These   pages    are   so   loose.   They   
                           
 
 
are   in   danger   of   falling   out.        
                               
 
 
Has   a   little   mouse    nibbled   here? 
                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decode and re-read the sentences.    Write the sentences with capital letters, finger spaces and punctuation.    Draw pictures for the sentences.
qu ou ow ow oi oy -ue -ue ar -ve -ce -ge -se      over like flood says it’s I’ve again people she’s don’t friend there are some I’ll here
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